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INTRODUCTION TO THE CAPITAL BUDGET AND FORECAST 
 
A capital forecast is a multi-year financial plan that deals with the construction or acquisition 
of capital infrastructure.  The capital budget refers specifically to the first year of the capital 
plan and it is only these capital projects that are approved for spending by Council.  The 
capital projects in the capital forecast are subject to annual approval in future capital budgets.  
The capital forecast allows the City to plan for the future financial resources required to fund 
infrastructure needs, identify the future financial resource implications for the operating 
budget in order to operate and maintain the capital assets, and integrate with the City’s 
ongoing financial control systems, strategic directions, priorities and objectives. 
 
 
2008 CAPITAL BUDGET AND 2009-2017 FORECAST 
 
The 2009 – 2017 Capital Forecast is not complete at this time pending final direction on Office 
Accommodation strategy and the Library Facilities Master Plan.  However, other programs 
are complete and as such, the Forecast is included to provide context for the 2008 proposed 
budget.  The budget has been developed within a longer term funding strategy in a manner 
that does not compromise the City’s ability to fund the remaining years of the forecast, which 
remain subject to change. 
 
The 2008 Capital Budget and 2009-2017 Forecast indicate a ten-year expenditure and 
funding requirement of approximately $2.5 billion. This amount of spending does not come 
without significant funding challenges.  Tax based reserves are almost fully depleted and rely 
largely on the annual contribution from the operating budget for replenishment.  The base 
operating budget contribution is significantly lower than the annual funding requirements.  
Development Charge Reserve Fund opening balances are low in relation to the growth 
infrastructure required and therefore the City is heavily reliant on the timing of the annual 
Development Charge receipts in order to advance new capital infrastructure programs.  
Several programs are heavily dependant on continued or new federal and/or provincial 
subsidies to proceed.  Others rely on increasing levels of borrowing from internal reserves. 
 
The recommended Budget and the preliminary Forecast have been prepared in the context of 
a long term capital funding strategy designed to respond to the rapid growth of the City while 
keeping risk at a manageable level. 
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2008 CAPITAL BUDGET 
 
The recommended 2008 Capital Budget stands at $249.6 million, funded from the following 
sources: 
 

• Development Charge Reserve Funds ($130.9 million) 
• 10% Non Development Charge Requirement ($5.9 million) 
• Tax Based Capital Reserve Funds ($37.2 million) 
• Internal Borrowing ($11.5 million) 
• Federal / Provincial Subsidies ($32.3 million) 
• Cash-in-lieu of Parkland ($22.9 million) 
• Brampton Public Library Operating Budget ($1.4 million) 
• Other funding – external recoveries, other reserve funds, land sales ($7.5 million) 

 
 
DEVELOPMENT CHARGE RESERVE FUNDS 
 
The recommended 2008 Capital Budget includes funding of $130.9 million from Development 
Charges (DCs) and over $1.5 billion in estimated funding requirements from these sources 
over the ten-year forecast period.  The ten-year Development Charge forecast has been 
included as Appendix A of this document.  It must be looked at as preliminary, in view of the 
following comments.  
 
Development Charge requirements for 2008 projects exceed the 2007 year end Development 
Charge balances by approximately $85.6 million.  To meet project delivery schedules, it is 
proposed that these projects be approved at this time and that interim borrowing from reserve 
funds be utilized, if required, to cover any cash flow deficiencies until adequate Development 
Charge balances are on hand. 
 
The beginning balance for total DC Reserve Funds is negative for every year within the ten 
year forecast except 2008, based on the recommended funding requirements.  Funding 
availability for these projects, therefore depends solely on the timing and amount of 
forecasted DC receipts within the budget year, and potentially even longer.  Currently the 
expected DC deficits can be cash flowed from other corporate reserves, and to keep the risk 
at a manageable level, it is recommended that capital spending not extend more than two 
years in advance of receipt of funds.  By 2010 and beyond, the capital forecast shows DC 
deficits greatly in excess of two year’s receipts, and it is recognized that some programs will 
need to be spread over a longer time frame.  It is inherent in the structure of development 
charges that deficits will occur, if infrastructure is to be provided in advance of development, 
but the negative balances shown in the attached table are not sustainable.  Among the 
necessary actions to improve the forecast balances are the following:   
 

• The Roads component of the by-law can accommodate the 2008 budget program, but 
potentially builds up to a 10 year deficit of more than $350 million.  This is mainly due 
to rapidly increasing costs, and a proposed update of the DC Roads By-law in 2008 to 
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reflect actual costs will reduce the 10 year deficit by close to $300 million.  Should a 
new By-law not be implemented, the Roads capital forecast will have to be reduced 
accordingly. 

• A projected $137 million 10 year deficit in the Indoor and Outdoor recreation programs 
will require delaying some facilities, but the combined short-term balances (2008-2009) 
are positive and the 2008 program can readily be accommodated. 

• The Transit program will show a small deficit at the end of 2008, but growing to over 
$100 million over 10 years due to the combined impact of rapid expansion of the 
conventional bus fleet in combination with the AcceleRide program.  It will be 
necessary to review the total requirements closely to reduce the projected deficit. 

 
The 2008 forecast is based on the latest assumption that 5,000 residential units will proceed 
to building permits this year.   
 
 
10% NON-DEVELOPMENT CHARGE CONTRIBUTION 
 
The City’s tax based funding portion of DC eligible growth related projects is approximately 
$5.9 million for 2008, and an additional $60.1 million is required within the 2009-2017 
forecast.  Based on existing balances and the current base contribution from the operating 
budget, there is an estimated $34.2 million shortfall over the ten year period.  It is 
recommended that the shortfall between the annual contribution to this reserve fund (currently 
$3.0 million) and the annual capital requirement be repaid over a ten-year period (principal 
only) starting in the year following budget approval. For 2008, the shortfall is estimated at $0.4 
million and therefore $40,000 would be required in the 2008 Current Budget as repayment 
support.  This continues the approach adopted in 2006 and 2007, when $5.2 million was 
borrowed internally for this purpose. 
 
 
TAX BASED CAPITAL FUNDING 
 
As mentioned previously, annual tax funding required for capital exceeds the amounts 
provided from the tax base each year, such that the available fund balance is minimal.  
Departments have previously identified an additional 10 year requirement of $270 million to 
$300 million for repair and replacement of the existing infrastructure base.  With a backlog of 
unfunded work, the shortfall for 2008 is $46.0 million.  In recognition of the City’s responsibility 
to maintain its assets in safe and efficient working order, the 2008 Current Budget provides 
for additional annual tax effort of $4.2 million (2% on the total annual tax base).  This is a 
relatively small contribution to the 10 year shortfall, reducing it to about $230 million, but 
makes a start towards addressing the issue, while allowing for potential results from ongoing 
efforts to identify funding alternatives.   
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The additional contribution for 2008 has been allocated to: 
• Road Resurfacing program ($1.7 million) 
• Community facilities ($0.9 million) 
• Outdoor facilities ($0.9 million) 
• Corporate facilities ($0.4 million) 
• ODA requirements ($0.3 million) 
 

The same allocation has been reflected, notionally, for the remaining years of the forecast 
period.  This will be subject to further review of priorities each year. 
 
 
INTERNAL BORROWING 
 
Included within the 2008 Capital Budget recommendation is approximately $8.7 million in 
required internal financing for ongoing programs that have been deemed to be “revolving” in 
nature such as replacement vehicles for various city wide functions, PC desktop and other 
information technology infrastructure replacements and $2.8 million for the Fire Headquarters-
Station 201 & 204 for a total of $11.5 million.  The Fire Headquarters loan will come from the 
available balance in the Community Investment fund, while the revolving loans are financed 
from General Reserves.  Estimated repayments of $2.2 million will be required in the 2009 
Current Budget to repay these loans, however previous loans that are retiring will offset this 
impact by about $2.0 million. 
 
In the longer term, the remaining balance in the Community Investment fund will be used for 
other facilities such as the Works Yards program that exceeds the capacity of the DC funds. 
 
 
SUBSIDIES 
 
Funding from other levels of government is available only for the Transit program at present. 
Provincial grants are included as a funding source for the purchase of replacement buses in 
2008 (1/4 of total cost).  A total of $11.3 million of Federal and $15.9 million of Provincial 
funding for Acceleride is budgeted for the purchase of vehicles, fare collection equipment and 
project planning.  A total of $4.1 million of Federal Gas Tax is included to fund several Transit 
development projects and part of the purchase of growth buses. 
 
 
UNFUNDED REQUIREMENTS 
 
Departments have identified a number of projects, within their preliminary Capital Budget and 
Forecast submissions, that do not have the required funding sources available in order to 
proceed within the ten-year period. These projects will require additional prioritization and/or 
decisions on alternative financing.  The list has been reduced, with the effort to optimize the 
allocation of all available resources to provide the necessary operational and service facilities 
in a timely manner.  
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A major element of the deferred requirements is the unfunded Asset Repair and Replacement 
(over $226.8 million of “infrastructure deficit”) including: 
 

o Indoor Recreation Facilities ($48.0 million) 
o Outdoor Recreation ($41.3 million) 
o Stormwater retrofits ($68.6 million) 
o Road and bridge repairs ($42.7 million) 
o Corporate facilities ($13.6 million) 
o Streetlighting ($10.2 million) 
o Corporate security ($2.4 million) 
 

Other elements of the deferred program are: 
• Civic design and urban street upgrading ($28.6 million) 
• Facility improvements to incorporate Ontario Disabilities Act requirements ($12.0 

million) 
• Streetlighting service level improvements ($6.0 million) 
• City Owned Heritage Buildings 

 
In addition, the Chinguacousy Park Master Plan and the Fire and Emergency Services Master 
Plan are not yet available, and may reveal additional requirements not yet reflected in the 
forecast.  Acquisition of woodlots has not required funding in the past, but will potentially need 
funds allocated in future for the estimated 10 year $105 million program. 



  



2008-2017 Development Charges Forecast
Appendix A
5,000 Permits for 2008, 4.500 permits for 2009-2017

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Total
ROADS AND ENGINEERING - Receipts do not reflect increase from proposed By-Law update
Beginning Balance 778,268                      4,276,011                   (22,028,686)               (52,637,234)             (81,077,310)             (121,089,092)           (164,917,849)             (210,663,193)           (259,172,626)           (309,374,802)           778,268                    
Less:  Funding Require 57,853,000                 88,120,000                 91,445,000                 81,454,000               88,899,000               91,274,000               91,650,000                 92,793,000               92,788,000               89,201,000               865,477,000             
Excess/(Shortfall) (57,074,732)               (83,843,989)               (113,473,686)             (134,091,234)           (169,976,310)           (212,363,092)           (256,567,849)             (303,456,193)           (351,960,626)           (398,575,802)           (864,698,732)           
Add: Projected DC Rec 61,263,815                 62,120,632                 62,120,632                 55,313,683               52,364,281               52,364,281               52,364,281                 52,364,281               52,364,281               52,364,281               555,004,450             
         Interest on Openi 27,239                        149,660                      (771,004)                   (1,842,303)               (2,837,706)               (4,238,118)               (5,772,125)                 (7,373,212)               (9,071,042)               (10,828,118)             (42,556,729)             
         Interest on In-yea 59,689                        (454,989)                    (513,176)                   (457,456)                  (639,358)                  (680,920)                  (687,500)                    (707,503)                  (707,415)                  (644,643)                  (5,433,271)               
         Interest 86,928                        (305,329)                    (1,284,180)                 (2,299,759)               (3,477,064)               (4,919,038)               (6,459,625)                 (8,080,715)               (9,778,457)               (11,472,761)             (47,990,000)             
Closing Balance 4,276,011                   (22,028,686)               (52,637,234)               (81,077,310)             (121,089,092)           (164,917,849)           (210,663,193)             (259,172,626)           (309,374,802)           (357,684,282)           (357,684,282)           

GENERAL GOV'T - PW BUILDINGS & FLEET
Beginning Balance 10,371,867                 (626,014)                    (2,897,347)                 (25,436,395)             (24,144,171)             (22,905,706)             (21,623,896)               (20,297,221)             (18,924,114)             (17,502,947)             10,371,867               
Less:  Funding Require 14,170,000                 5,169,000                   25,010,000                 570,000                    570,000                    570,000                    570,000                      570,000                    570,000                    570,000                    48,339,000               
Excess/(Shortfall) (3,798,133)                 (5,795,014)                 (27,907,347)               (26,006,395)             (24,714,171)             (23,475,706)             (22,193,896)               (20,867,221)             (19,494,114)             (18,072,947)             (37,967,133)             
Add: Projected DC Rec 3,004,500                   2,958,265                   2,958,265                  2,714,961                 2,617,676                 2,617,676                 2,617,676                   2,617,676                 2,617,676                 2,617,676                 27,342,049               
         Interest on Openi 363,015                      (21,910)                      (101,407)                   (890,274)                  (845,046)                  (801,700)                  (756,836)                    (710,403)                  (662,344)                  (612,603)                  (5,039,508)               
         Interest on In-yea (195,396)                    (38,688)                      (385,905)                   37,537                      35,834                      35,834                      35,834                       35,834                      35,834                      35,834                      (367,448)                  
         Interest 167,619                      (60,598)                      (487,312)                   (852,737)                  (809,212)                  (765,866)                  (721,002)                    (674,569)                  (626,510)                  (576,769)                  (5,406,956)               
Closing Balance (626,014)                    (2,897,347)                 (25,436,395)               (24,144,171)             (22,905,706)             (21,623,896)             (20,297,221)               (18,924,114)             (17,502,947)             (16,032,040)             (16,032,040)             

GENERAL GOV'T - PARKING FACILITIES
Beginning Balance (19,317)                      1,604,982                   3,287,419                  (12,498,713)             (11,441,545)             (10,400,012)             (9,322,024)                 (8,206,307)               (7,051,541)               (5,856,357)               (19,317)                    
Less:  Funding Require -                              -                              17,226,000 -                            -                            -                            -                             -                            -                            -                            17,226,000               
Excess/(Shortfall) (19,317)                      1,604,982                   (13,938,581)               (12,498,713)             (11,441,545)             (10,400,012)             (9,322,024)                 (8,206,307)               (7,051,541)               (5,856,357)               (17,245,317)             
Add: Projected DC Rec 1,625,684                   1,598,293                   1,598,293                  1,468,917                 1,417,187                 1,417,187                 1,417,187                   1,417,187                 1,417,187                 1,417,187                 14,794,306               
         Interest on Openi (676)                           56,174                        115,060                     (437,455)                  (400,454)                  (364,000)                  (326,271)                    (287,221)                  (246,804)                  (204,973)                  (2,096,620)               
         Interest on In-yea (709)                           27,970                        (273,485)                   25,706                      24,801                      24,801                      24,801                       24,801                      24,801                      24,801                      (71,712)                    
         Interest (1,385)                        84,144                        (158,425)                   (411,749)                  (375,653)                  (339,199)                  (301,470)                    (262,420)                  (222,003)                  (180,172)                  (2,168,332)               
Closing Balance 1,604,982                   3,287,419                   (12,498,713)               (11,441,545)             (10,400,012)             (9,322,024)               (8,206,307)                 (7,051,541)               (5,856,357)               (4,619,343)               (4,619,343)               

TRANSIT
Beginning Balance 8,993,853                   (2,910,260)                 (19,911,348)               (35,825,546)             (46,403,502)             (58,390,082)             (71,855,411)               (86,575,501)             (93,836,647)             (100,094,302)           8,993,853                 
Less:  Funding Require 17,523,000                 22,328,000                 20,675,000                 14,159,000               14,890,000               15,931,000               16,701,000                 8,864,000                 7,628,000                 7,295,000                 145,994,000             
Excess/(Shortfall) (8,529,147)                 (25,238,260)               (40,586,348)               (49,984,546)             (61,293,502)             (74,321,082)             (88,556,411)               (95,439,501)             (101,464,647)           (107,389,302)           (137,000,147)           
Add: Projected DC Rec 5,514,255                   5,719,421                   5,719,421                  4,995,304                 4,705,766                 4,705,766                 4,705,766                   4,705,766                 4,705,766                 4,705,766                 50,182,999               
         Interest on Openi 314,785                      (101,859)                    (696,897)                   (1,253,894)               (1,624,123)               (2,043,653)               (2,514,939)                 (3,030,143)               (3,284,283)               (3,503,301)               (17,738,307)             
         Interest on In-yea (210,153)                    (290,650)                    (261,723)                   (160,365)                  (178,224)                  (196,442)                  (209,917)                    (72,769)                    (51,139)                    (45,312)                    (1,676,694)               
         Interest 104,632                      (392,509)                    (958,620)                   (1,414,259)               (1,802,347)               (2,240,095)               (2,724,856)                 (3,102,912)               (3,335,422)               (3,548,613)               (19,415,001)             
Closing Balance (2,910,260)                 (19,911,348)               (35,825,546)               (46,403,502)             (58,390,082)             (71,855,411)             (86,575,501)               (93,836,647)             (100,094,302)           (106,232,149)           (106,232,149)           

FIRE
Beginning Balance 1,255,073                   (10,834,859)               (13,846,962)               (28,946,570)             (28,478,335)             (33,322,947)             (32,883,321)               (32,387,607)             (31,874,543)             (31,343,522)             1,255,073                 
Less:  Funding Require 14,156,000                 4,785,000                   16,561,000                 560,000                    5,725,000                 365,000                    325,000                      325,000                    325,000                    350,000                    43,477,000               
Excess/(Shortfall) (12,900,927)               (15,619,859)               (30,407,962)               (29,506,570)             (34,203,335)             (33,687,947)             (33,208,321)               (32,712,607)             (32,199,543)             (31,693,522)             (42,221,927)             
Add: Projected DC Rec 2,230,830                   2,197,399                   2,197,399                  2,015,887                 1,943,310                 1,943,310                 1,943,310                   1,943,310                 1,943,310                 1,943,310                 20,301,374               
         Interest on Openi 43,928                        (379,220)                    (484,644)                   (1,013,130)               (996,742)                  (1,166,303)               (1,150,916)                 (1,133,566)               (1,115,609)               (1,097,023)               (8,493,225)               
         Interest on In-yea (208,690)                    (45,283)                      (251,363)                   25,478                      (66,180)                    27,620                      28,320                       28,320                      28,320                      27,883                      (405,575)                  
         Interest (164,762)                    (424,503)                    (736,007)                   (987,652)                  (1,062,922)               (1,138,683)               (1,122,596)                 (1,105,246)               (1,087,289)               (1,069,140)               (8,898,800)               
Closing Balance (10,834,859)               (13,846,962)               (28,946,570)               (28,478,335)             (33,322,947)             (32,883,321)             (32,387,607)               (31,874,543)             (31,343,522)             (30,819,353)             (30,819,353)             

INDOOR RECREATION  
Beginning Balance (30,496,092)               (27,591,084)               (26,229,398)               (59,091,488)             (50,294,474)             (47,278,285)             (37,772,734)               (28,026,064)             (25,625,472)             (52,449,948)             (30,496,092)             
Less:  Funding Require 8,483,000                   8,861,000                   42,543,000                 470,000                    6,454,000                 180,000                    270,000                      7,825,000                 36,630,000               180,000                    111,896,000             
Excess/(Shortfall) (38,979,092)               (36,452,084)               (68,772,398)               (59,561,488)             (56,748,474)             (47,458,285)             (38,042,734)               (35,851,064)             (62,255,472)             (52,629,948)             (142,392,092)           
Add: Projected DC Rec 12,387,050                 11,148,345                 11,148,345                 11,148,345               11,148,345               11,148,345               11,148,345                 11,148,345               11,148,345               11,148,345               112,722,155             
         Interest on Openi (1,067,363)                 (965,688)                    (918,029)                   (2,068,202)               (1,760,307)               (1,654,740)               (1,322,046)                 (980,912)                  (896,892)                  (1,835,748)               (13,469,927)             
         Interest on In-yea 68,321                        40,029                        (549,406)                   186,871                    82,151                      191,946                    190,371                      58,159                      (445,929)                  191,946                    14,459                      
         Interest (999,042)                    (925,659)                    (1,467,435)                 (1,881,331)               (1,678,156)               (1,462,794)               (1,131,675)                 (922,753)                  (1,342,821)               (1,643,802)               (13,455,468)             
Closing Balance (27,591,084)               (26,229,398)               (59,091,488)               (50,294,474)             (47,278,285)             (37,772,734)             (28,026,064)               (25,625,472)             (52,449,948)             (43,125,405)             (43,125,405)             

PARK DEVELOPMENT & FACILITIES
Beginning Balance 43,026,575                 45,460,872                 19,555,856                 (24,858,586)             (33,968,596)             (39,100,554)             (42,330,325)               (71,721,138)             (100,673,395)           (97,182,563)             43,026,575               
Less:  Funding Require 15,664,000                 41,942,000                 59,242,000                 23,017,000               18,794,000               16,748,000               42,348,000                 40,906,000               8,025,000                 8,184,000                 274,870,000             
Excess/(Shortfall) 27,362,575                 3,518,872                   (39,686,144)               (47,875,586)             (52,762,596)             (55,848,554)             (84,678,325)               (112,627,138)           (108,698,395)           (105,366,563)           (231,843,425)           
Add: Projected DC Rec 16,576,400                 14,918,760                 14,918,760                 14,918,760               14,918,760               14,918,760               14,918,760                 14,918,760               14,918,760               14,918,760               150,845,240             
         Interest on Openi 1,505,930                   1,591,131                   684,455                     (870,051)                  (1,188,901)               (1,368,519)               (1,481,561)                 (2,510,240)               (3,523,569)               (3,401,390)               (10,562,715)             
         Interest on In-yea 15,967                        (472,907)                    (775,657)                   (141,719)                  (67,817)                    (32,012)                    (480,012)                    (454,777)                  120,641                    117,858                    (2,170,435)               
         Interest 1,521,897                   1,118,224                   (91,202)                     (1,011,770)               (1,256,718)               (1,400,531)               (1,961,573)                 (2,965,017)               (3,402,928)               (3,283,532)               (12,733,150)             
Closing Balance 45,460,872                 19,555,856                 (24,858,586)               (33,968,596)             (39,100,554)             (42,330,325)             (71,721,138)               (100,673,395)           (97,182,563)             (93,731,335)             (93,731,335)             



2008-2017 Development Charges Forecast
Appendix A
5,000 Permits for 2008, 4.500 permits for 2009-2017

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Total
LIBRARY - Does not include proposed library facilities pending confirmation of master plan
Beginning Balance 9,126,247                   7,862,945                   8,526,782                  9,213,853                 9,924,972                 10,660,980               11,422,748                 12,211,178               13,027,203               13,871,789               9,126,247                 
Less:  Funding Require 2,881,000                   811,000                      811,000                     811,000                    811,000                    811,000                    811,000                      811,000                    811,000                    811,000                    10,180,000               
Excess/(Shortfall) 6,245,247                   7,051,945                   7,715,782                  8,402,853                 9,113,972                 9,849,980                 10,611,748                 11,400,178               12,216,203               13,060,789               (1,053,753)               
Add: Projected DC Rec 1,325,500                   1,192,950                   1,192,950                  1,192,950                 1,192,950                 1,192,950                 1,192,950                   1,192,950                 1,192,950                 1,192,950                 12,062,050               
         Interest on Openi 319,419                      275,203                      298,437                     322,485                    347,374                    373,134                    399,796                      427,391                    455,952                    485,513                    3,704,704                 
         Interest on In-yea (27,221)                      6,684                           6,684                          6,684                         6,684                         6,684                         6,684                          6,684                         6,684                         6,684                         32,935                      
         Interest 292,198                      281,887                      305,121                     329,169                    354,058                    379,818                    406,480                      434,075                    462,636                    492,197                    3,737,639                 
Closing Balance 7,862,945                   8,526,782                   9,213,853                  9,924,972                 10,660,980               11,422,748               12,211,178                 13,027,203               13,871,789               14,745,936               14,745,936               

GENERAL GOV'T - GROWTH STUDIES
Beginning Balance 510,462                      800,132                      1,285,758                  1,788,381                 2,271,265                 2,756,122                 3,015,785                   3,526,700                 4,055,499                 4,602,804                 510,462                    
Less:  Funding Require 190,000                      -                              -                             -                            -                            238,000                    -                             -                            -                            -                            428,000                    
Excess/(Shortfall) 320,462                      800,132                      1,285,758                  1,788,381                 2,271,265                 2,518,122                 3,015,785                   3,526,700                 4,055,499                 4,602,804                 82,462                      
Add: Projected DC Rec 457,129                      449,750                      449,750                     413,061                    398,391                    398,391                    398,391                      398,391                    398,391                    398,391                    4,160,039                 
         Interest on Openi 17,866                        28,005                        45,002                       62,593                      79,494                      96,464                      105,552                      123,435                    141,942                    161,098                    861,451                    
         Interest on In-yea 4,675                           7,871                           7,871                          7,229                         6,972                         2,807                         6,972                          6,972                         6,972                         6,972                         65,313                      
         Interest 22,541                        35,876                        52,873                       69,822                      86,466                      99,271                      112,524                      130,407                    148,914                    168,070                    926,764                    
Closing Balance 800,132                      1,285,758                   1,788,381                  2,271,265                 2,756,122                 3,015,785                 3,526,700                   4,055,499                 4,602,804                 5,169,266                 5,169,266                 

GENERAL GOVERNMENT - POA 
Beginning Balance 197,153                      228,183                      259,938                     292,806                    324,859                    357,249                    390,772                      425,469                    461,380                    498,548                    197,153                    
Less:  Funding Require -                              -                              -                             -                            -                            -                            -                             -                            -                            -                            -                             
Excess/(Shortfall) 197,153                      228,183                      259,938                     292,806                    324,859                    357,249                    390,772                      425,469                    461,380                    498,548                    197,153                    
Add: Projected DC Rec 23,715                        23,361                        23,361                       21,430                      20,658                      20,658                      20,658                       20,658                      20,658                      20,658                      215,812                    
         Interest on Openi 6,900                           7,986                           9,098                          10,248                      11,370                      12,504                      13,677                       14,891                      16,148                      17,449                      120,271                    
         Interest on In-yea 415                              409                              409                             375                            362                            362                            362                             362                            362                            362                            3,780                          
         Interest 7,315                           8,395                           9,507                          10,623                      11,732                      12,866                      14,039                       15,253                      16,510                      17,811                      124,051                    
Closing Balance 228,183                      259,938                      292,806                     324,859                    357,249                    390,772                    425,469                      461,380                    498,548                    537,016                    537,016                    

Recoveries (Section 14)
Beginning Balance 61,922                        110,142                      178,027                     248,288                    299,396                    343,650                    389,454                      436,861                    485,927                    536,710                    61,922                      
Less:  Funding Require -                              -                              -                             -                            -                            -                            -                             -                            -                            -                            -                             
Excess/(Shortfall) 61,922                        110,142                      178,027                     248,288                    299,396                    343,650                    389,454                      436,861                    485,927                    536,710                    61,922                      
Add: Projected DC Rec 45,261                        62,929                        62,929                       41,688                      33,195                      33,195                      33,195                       33,195                      33,195                      33,195                      411,976                    
         Interest on Openi 2,167                           3,855                           6,231                          8,690                         10,479                      12,028                      13,631                       15,290                      17,007                      18,785                      108,163                    
         Interest on In-yea 792                              1,101                           1,101                          730                            581                            581                            581                             581                            581                            581                            7,210                          
         Interest 2,959                           4,956                           7,332                          9,420                         11,060                      12,609                      14,212                       15,871                      17,588                      19,366                      115,373                    
Closing Balance 110,142                      178,027                      248,288                     299,396                    343,650                    389,454                    436,861                      485,927                    536,710                    589,270                    589,270                    

GENERAL GOVERNMENT - MISC.
Beginning Balance 1,859,867                   1,924,962                   1,992,336                  2,062,068                 2,134,240                 2,208,938                 2,286,251                   2,366,270                 2,449,089                 2,534,807                 1,859,867                 
Less:  Funding Requirements
Excess/(Shortfall) 1,859,867                   1,924,962                   1,992,336                  2,062,068                 2,134,240                 2,208,938                 2,286,251                   2,366,270                 2,449,089                 2,534,807                 1,859,867                 
Add: Projected DC Rec -                              -                              -                             -                            -                            -                            -                             -                            -                            -                            -                             
         Interest on Openi 65,095                        67,374                        69,732                       72,172                      74,698                      77,313                      80,019                       82,819                      85,718                      88,718                      763,658                    
         Interest on In-yea -                              -                              -                             -                            -                            -                            -                             -                            -                            -                            -                             
         Interest 65,095                        67,374                        69,732                       72,172                      74,698                      77,313                      80,019                       82,819                      85,718                      88,718                      763,658                    
Closing Balance 1,924,962                   1,992,336                   2,062,068                  2,134,240                 2,208,938                 2,286,251                 2,366,270                   2,449,089                 2,534,807                 2,623,525                 2,623,525                 

CITY TOTALS
Beginning Balance 45,665,880                 20,306,013                 (49,827,624)               (225,689,136)           (260,853,200)           (316,159,739)           (363,200,549)             (438,910,552)           (516,679,240)           (591,759,785)           45,665,880               
Less:  Funding Require 130,920,000               172,016,000               273,513,000               121,041,000             136,143,000             126,117,000             152,675,000               152,094,000             146,777,000             106,591,000             1,517,887,000          
Excess/(Shortfall) (85,254,120)               (151,709,987)             (323,340,624)             (346,730,136)           (396,996,200)           (442,276,739)           (515,875,549)             (591,004,552)           (663,456,240)           (698,350,785)           (1,472,221,120)        
Add: Projected DC Rec 104,454,138               102,390,105               102,390,105               94,244,986               90,760,519               90,760,519               90,760,519                 90,760,519               90,760,519               90,760,519               948,042,450             
         Interest on Openi 1,598,305                   710,711                      (1,743,966)                 (7,899,121)               (9,129,864)               (11,065,590)             (12,712,019)               (15,361,871)             (18,083,776)             (20,711,593)             (94,398,784)             
         Interest on In-yea (492,310)                    (1,218,453)                 (2,994,650)                 (468,930)                  (794,194)                  (618,739)                  (1,083,504)                 (1,073,336)               (980,288)                  (277,034)                  (10,001,438)             
         Interest 1,105,995                   (507,742)                    (4,738,616)                 (8,368,051)               (9,924,058)               (11,684,329)             (13,795,523)               (16,435,207)             (19,064,064)             (20,988,627)             (104,400,222)           
Closing Balance 20,306,013                 (49,827,624)               (225,689,136)             (260,853,200)           (316,159,739)           (363,200,549)           (438,910,552)             (516,679,240)           (591,759,785)           (628,578,892)           (628,578,892)           
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